
Key Stage 3 – YEAR 7 DANCE 

Curriculum Map for Students 

 

 Autumn Term Spring Term Summer Term 

Topic 

Overview 

STOMP! 

 

With Her Eyes 

 

Seven Deadly Sins 

Focus Students watch and analyse the movement 

content in videos of the professional performance 

group Stomp! 

They are taught a set phrase of movement which 

uses body percussion, and learn how to develop 

this using basic spatial devices. 

Students are then given the opportunity to create 

their own Stomp inspired performance- 

incorporating the taught set phrase, their own 

body percussion movement phrase, and their 

own sequence using brooms as props. 

Students are given the opportunity to rehearse 

their finished choreography, and refine 

performance skills such as accuracy, timing and 

energy in preparation for performance. 

 

Students watch a short excerpt from the 

professional work Within Her Eyes by James Cousins 

and discuss the themes and movement content of 

the piece. They then learn a short phrase in a 

contemporary style. They apply the spatial devices 

of formation, levels and direction acquired in the 

previous unit, and extend the dance themselves 

through the use of ‘reaching’ and ‘clinging’ gestures, 

and the application of travelling dance actions and 

transitions. 

 

Through rehearsals students develop their 

expressive performance qualities, and are expected 

to demonstrate the theme of the dance through 

their performance. 

Students explore the 7 deadly sins as a stimulus for dance. 

They consider the different qualities of each ‘sin’ and how 

these could be communicated through action, space, 

dynamics and relationships. They practically explore 

movement for ‘wrath’ and ‘sloth’, learning a set phrase of 

dance for each, and extending using their own actions and 

dynamics. Students then choose one of the dances to 

develop further for assessment. 

Assessment AO1: Creating 

 

AO2: Performing 

Performance of Stomp! inspired dance. Students 

are assessed on the choreography and 

performance of the piece. 

 

AO3: Responding/Appreciating 

Verbal analysis of professional work and peers, 

and written reflection on own work. 

AO1: Performing 

Performance of Within Her Eyes inspired dance 

piece. 

 

AO3: Responding/Appreciating 

Verbal analysis of professional work and peers, and 

written reflection on own work. 

 

AO1: Creating 

Performance of wrath or sloth inspired dance created in 

groups. 

 

AO3: Responding/Appreciating 

Homework task and classwork demonstrating knowledge 

of dance theme and basic choreography terminology. 

 

 

 

 


